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A NOTEONWINTERING
MYRTLE
WARBLERS
By Erma J. Fisk

Between January 15 and February 16, 1969, I banded 1J48 Myrtle
Warblers plus some 90 rnore,th• sheet £or which is momentarily misplaced. I worked only part time, not every d..y, and after a few
experienc.s
of finding JO birds simultaneously
in a net, usually
only with one net at noon or in th• late afternoon,
The birds w•r•
attracted
by the berries
of a weed tr .. lmown locally as Brazilian
Pepper or Florida Holly, Sohinus terebinthifolius,
and by a shallow
pond, My net was set along the edge of this. I often had another.net
up in the woods where I was running a catbird experiment, but this
took very few myrtles. Actually, when I set my pond net up, I was
trying for some of the hundreds of thousands of robins that descend
upon my stations,
when the green tomatoes have been harvested and
the ripe ones .are abandoned in th• fields.
Nevertheless,
for every
robin, I have five myrtles.
My myrtle catch for th• same period,
working 25 days last year, was
six. Aside from the unusual numbers present this . winter, three observations seem of possible interest.

A. Frequently,
a myrtle would have a schinus seed sticking
to its
feathers under the bend of the wing, in the yellow area, always on the
right side. The seed is small, round, big in proportion to its soft red
outside coating, which is what the birds feed on. Either the bird tosses
the seed aside, to the right,
or drops it, and occasionally
it sticks to
the feathers.
Sometimes, I found two, and once, three, Often they were
practically
buried in the feathers,
so that at first
they were mistaken
for a parasite,
Unlik~ many of the birds which frequent my nets and the
abundant wild food, I never handled myrtles with food still
in its
mouth.

B. Although the upper tail

coverts were worn and sometimes even
missing, it was still
possible to sex the bulk of th e birds as w• do in
the fall, by the tips of the upper tail coverts.
(There seems to be a
controversy;
see Merrill Wood's guide vs. Chandler Robbins's Fall Warbler ageing/sexing
paper,
Ed.) There also often was a pronounced difference in color between the birds of the year and the ASY (after second
year) individuals,
so that many of them could be aged. My hope, since I
am far enough away from any flyway over water, that one or two may show
up in some northern net, has not been realized.

c. Only seven birds repeated (usually in the woods). One of these
lacked its tail,
three of them repeated several times, I suspect that all
of them were weakened birds that had been in my "recovery room" gathering
their strength to rejoin the swirling flocks of their kin.
17101 S. W. 284th Street,

Homestead, Fla.
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!1ay 1, 1970 , • , The Jun• Bugs are her• .:md "woe is me" as my father
used to say when anything really provoked him. The dictionary
defines "woe"
as grief,
sorrow, or misery, To a bander, who likes to have his nets open
overnight,
the June bug (also known as :r-;aybeetl11s) can cause ~-11 threo
with a lot of frustration
thrown in for good measure. I've often wondered
if handers using nets in other areas were bothered by these creatur~s as
much as we are here,
No doubt, the June bug is an important food item for some birds and
animals, The adult June bug lays her white eggs jn an earth-covered
ball
among roots on which the white grubs feed for two or three years, These
pupate underground during the fall months and the adults appear the following spring, .3kunks are especially
fond of the fat grub:s and make a con•
shaped hole in the ground as they dig them out.

I usually associate the first spring migrant Catbirds with th• first
emerging June bugs, This year the first
Catbird beat the June bug by two
days~ No doubt a few birds are netted as they are attracted
to a struggling
June bug. Some bugs are eaten and birds are not caught but by and large,
a net full of bugs warns approaching birds of danger ahead. In general,
birds will alter their course and avoid the nets altogether.
Anyone who has removed June bugs from a net knows that it can be a
time consuming job. As a bug becomes entangled in a net, it immediately
attempts to crawl about to pull itse .lf free. After a whole night of clawing, a single bug can draw together an amazing amount of nettage and
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hav• it so tangled up, that in extreme cases, it may take several minutes
to compl•tely disentangle
it. The past few years, I hav• kept the n•ts
furled overnight during the peak June bug s•ason. Naturally,
many of the
migrating birds which came in at the first
light of dawn are now missed
but it was either that, or quit catching birds during that period altogether. This decision was mad• several years ago, wh•n I counted 142 bugs
in one 9-meter net, one morning, It took me over an hour to clear that
net and of cours•, all the other six nets took th•ir share of bugs too.
Some nets had to be furled - bugs and all,and
cleared when tim• could be
found to work on them, This seems cruel and as bugs dry out and die
quickly in the hot sun, I do not like to do it. Even when removed from
the net, the head is removed first,
Who are we to say that a bug has no
feelings?
May 14, 1970 ,,, After delivering
eggs to some stores in Waynesburg,
Pa,, I returned home by way of the Loves Hill area to check some of the
Bluebird boxes, This area is unique, not only because more Bluebirds can
be found here than anywhere else, but also because there are very few
House Wrens and House Sparrows (both prime enemies of Bluebirds in this
area). The Loves Hill locality
is also the best place to find the SLll1uner
Tannagar 61
,nd the now rare, Bewick' s Wren and Red-headed ·woodpecker,
There was only enough time to check 9 bluebird boxes but every one conb.ined young to be banded, Six young were b:rnded in two boxes and I have
noticed 6 eggs (or young) in more boxes than usual, this spring,
May 17, 1970 ••• Since so m.11.ny
EBBAmembers are quite interested
in the welfare of the E;,i.stern Bluebird,
perhaps this is the moment to
make some comments, I do believe the combined mortality
on their winter
grounds last winter (and migration losses) was a little
above average,
We still
have lots of Blu~birds, but a few key boxes (especially
in marginal areas where this bird is never abundirnt) were not occupied, EilDA
member Herit Skaggs of near Cleveland, Ohio, wrote that he did not have
a sing] e occupied box this spring in
one of his box rOL1tes.

Bell - BIRDBANDER'S
DIARY
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June 1, 1970 • , , As I stepped out of the house at 10,50 A,H,,
I heard the unmistakable
'tic-tic-tic'
call of the Red Crossbill,
I
could hardly believe my ears, All past experiences
with this bird
raced through my mind and although this species is famous for being
a wanderer, its presence here in the Carolinian
Life Zone at this
late date seems most peculiar,
Because of this, I frantically
searched
the horizon for a glimpse of the flock, to check th• flight
pattern to
confirm the identification,
Finally,
I located four birds,
circling
back to the hoti.se and they f'iventually flew to th!! elm tree in our yard
where they remained for at least a half hour, Here they remainder very
quietly and seemed to be feeding on something among the leaves in the
top of the trel!, On~ of them carried a band on its right leg, This alone
js enough to excite any bander, Of course, it could have been one of the
two we had trapped in a water-drip
trap and banded on Harch 2nd, Red
Crossbills
are attr11cted to water as they were noted on the ground
several times this winter, drinking from the puddles in our driveway,
Although I did not hear any singing Crossbills
this year, one sang in
the yard several years aeo and it is a very beautiful
song.
June 1], 1970 , , , Other lab Red Crossbills
were recorded this
year also, EBBJ\ memb!lr Betty Vossler saw four today in the Forrest Hills
61
.rea of Wheeling, W. Va, The previous late record here at Clarksville
w~s a sinele handed bird on Hay 10, 1964. J\lthough this species is
considered a resident
of the Canadian Life Zohe, th• late dates mentioned
al:>ove make one wonder if they did not occasionally
nest in this area,
years ago, when the country was completely forest covered and evergreens
were predominent in m11nyplaces,
Box 299, Clarksville,

Fa, 15322,

Here the blu!!bird situation
looks VP.,ry encourllging indeed. There
W<!lreno nestling
losses from b;,i.dweather thj_s spring ;.nd the number of
young in the boxes is '.Improving. Today, I dec"ided to spend the entire
day checking boxes, After driving 101 miliis and checking lOJ boxes, a
total of 140 young were banded from Jl of these boxes, 1-iany others,
contained eggs or young to small to band.
The Banding Laboratory has just sent me a Bluebird recovery report.
A nestling,
bande<;l near Loves Hill area on June 9, 1968 was shot near
Douglas, Georgia on February 21 1 1970, This recovery is near the southcentral part of the state and about 50 miles north of Florida,
It is a
little
farther
south than I had expected our Bluebirds to winter,
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